Abstract It is argued that the reflexive clitic se does not operate in the lexicon in French reflexive and reciprocal constructions (excluding middles and anticausatives). The widely held approaches to reflexives, in which the reflexive clitic creates a oneplace reflexive verb and/or absorbs a case feature on the verb, is both semantically inadequate and syntactically too local. The reflexive clitic appears with verbs and predicates that are independently semantically reflexive; French reflexive/reciprocal constructions are semantically transitive; and case absorption does not account for causative and applicative constructions. To account for the facts, it is proposed that se is a Voice head introducing in syntax the external argument of the verb, and stating that the referent of the object is determined on the basis of that of the subject.
Introduction
This paper studies the contribution of the reflexive clitic se in French productive reflexive and reciprocal clauses, that is, in constructions of types (1a) and (1b) below, where the superficial subject is, pretheoretically, interpreted as expressing two thematic roles, often but not exclusively those of Agent and Patient/Theme of the verb. The dominant approach to French reflexives is based on three assumptions: (1) se creates a reflexive verb; (2) the reflexive verb is unaccusative; (3) se reduces the accusative case-assigning property of the verb. These assumptions imply that se is a lexical operator on the verb. I argue against these three assumptions and show that in the constructions in (1) the role of se is not lexical.
There is a long tradition of treating reflexives as lexical operators that reduce the valency of the predicate they apply to (e.g., Quine 1961; Grimshaw 1982 Grimshaw , 1990 Wehrli 1986; Chierchia 2004 Chierchia [1989 ). Reinhart, for example, defines reflexivisation as an operation of reduction of argument structure that applies to a two-place relation or predicate, identifies the two arguments and reduces the relation to a property (Reinhart 1996; Reinhart and Siloni 2004) :
(2) a.
wash θ 1 , θ 2 b.
Reduction: R(wash) θ c.
(
R(wash)(x)) ←→ (x wash x)
This is equivalent to the SELF function of Grimshaw (1982) . As reduction applies under identification of two θ-roles, a two-place relation is required. Because it affects the argument structure of the verb, reflexivisation must be a lexical operation. The idea that French reflexives are the result of the lexical operation in (2) has recently been defended by Baauw and Delfitto (2005) , according to whom there is a prohibition against valency reduction in syntax:
(3) * λxλy(xRy) → λx(xRx)
For them, a two-place predicate (a relation) cannot be reduced to a one-place predicate (a property) by the computational system either in narrow syntax or in the course of the interpretation process. It follows that reflexive predicates must undergo (2) in the lexicon. The reduction brought about by the reflexive operator in (2) results in an intransitive verb, and a question arises as to whether this verb is unergative or unaccusative. If the verb's argument is the external argument, the reflexive verb is unergative; if it is the internal argument, we have an unaccusative construction. A widespread approach since Marantz (1984) and Grimshaw (1990) is to treat reflexive/reciprocal 1 I gloss the reflexive morpheme se as SE to indicate that the meaning is not necessarily reflexive. Other abbreviations used in this paper: PRES = present tense; PP = past participle; FUT = future; PST = past; 3S = third person singular; 3P = third person plural; ACC = accusative; DAT = dative; NOM = nominative; NEG = negation/negative particle; DET = determiner. By default, AUX indicates a tense auxiliary; to distinguish it from the passive auxiliary, I gloss AUX TNS and AUX PASS . Examples in other languages: SM = subject marker; FV = final vowel; 2 = noun class; REFL = reflexive; HAB = habitual; RECIP = reciprocal. constructions as unaccusative, on a par with the middle and the anticausative, where the surface subject is the logical object of the non-reflexive verb.
(4) a. Middle:
Cette robe se lave facilement. this dress SE wash-PRES-3S easily 'This dress washes easily.' b. Anticausative:
Le vase se brise. the vase SE break-PRES-3S 'The vase is breaking.'
The unaccusative approach to reflexives/reciprocals is appealing because it unifies the various uses of se, and it accounts for the selection of auxiliary être in the four se constructions. In this type of approach, se not only prevents the projection of the external argument in syntax, it also reduces the verb's accusative case assigning property, forcing the internal argument to raise to subject position in order to be case-marked (or to check case). Again, if se eliminates a Case feature on the lexical entry of the verb, it must be attached to the verb in the lexicon. This is also the case in Reinhart and Siloni's (2005) approach, in which the sole role of se is to lexically absorb a case feature on the verb, without making the verb unaccusative.
In a more syntactic implementation of the unaccusative approach, se is viewed as an anaphor generated in the specifier of v, the position of the external argument in a layered VP. It cliticises onto v, where it satisfies the Case feature of v. Subsequently, a caseless object raises to a position from where it binds the anaphor, and from where it can get Nominative Case (by raising to Spec,TP) (see, among others, Pesetsky 1995; McGinnis 1997 McGinnis , 1999 Embick 2004) . Here again, se prevents the verb from assigning case to its object, which raises to subject position.
(5) (from Embick 2004) There are many variants of the approaches sketched above (for a summary, see Alboiu et al. 2004) . Most share the view that se operates at the lexical level in some manner, whether to absorb a thematic role and/or to reduce a verb's case feature. In the present paper, I argue that reflexive/reciprocal se does not operate in the lexicon. Its role is purely syntactic. Moreover, I will show that the above approaches are too local to account for reflexive and reciprocal se, and that the DP that surfaces in subject position is the external argument. I propose to analyse se as a Voice head that takes as its argument a VP with an unsaturated argument. When a DP is introduced in Spec,Voice, it is interpreted as the external argument and it is used to identify the unsaturated internal argument.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, I introduce the hypothesis that se is a Voice head. In Sects. 3 and 4, I show that se is not an operator of reflexivity and that it appears, apparently redundantly, in clauses containing a distinct reflexive morpheme. In Sects. 5 and 6, I show that the case-absorption approach to se faces problems when complex constructions are examined. Then, I turn to other characteristics of reflexive and reciprocal clauses that show that the reflexivised verb has two distinct semantic arguments; hence se does not reduce the argument structure of the verb. In the last two sections, I briefly discuss the relation between se and non-reflexive clitics, and between reflexive/reciprocal clauses and middles/anticausatives. I focus on French, and I do not claim that the present approach extends to all other Romance languages without modification.
Se as a Voice head
In a seminal paper, Kratzer (1996) argued that external arguments are introduced in syntax by a separate functional head, a Voice head. In active sentences, the Voice head relates an event to its external argument.
(6) Active Voice: λxλe [Agent(e, x)] For concreteness, I use the label "Agent" throughout this paper to refer to the predicate's external argument. It should be recalled, however, that the exact thematic role of the external argument is determined jointly by the verb and its internal arguments (Marantz 1984) . I assume that the role of Voice is to introduce whatever external argument is required by the predicate. 2 Kratzer furthermore proposes that there are two different realisations of Voice. Active Voice introduces an external argument, as shown above. Non-Active Voice does not introduce an external argument. With Active Voice, the external argument is realised in its specifier.
According to Kratzer, Voice combines with VP by a special mode of composition called Event Identification, defined as in (7).
(7) ident (α e, s,t , β s,t ) ≡ λP λy e λe s [α(e, y) 
and P (e)](β).
The denotation of Active Voice is a function that takes an individual (e) and maps it to a function from events (s) to truth-values (t) ( e, s, t ) . As shown in (8a), Event Identification combines this denotation with the denotation of the VP, viewed as mapping events to truth values ( s, t ). For example, the verb break in (8b) forms with its complement a predicate without an external argument. After combining with Active Voice, an Agent is added to the event denoted by the VP. It has long been recognised that reflexive clitic constructions, in particular in Romance, have something to do with licensing the external argument. In Spanish and Italian, se/si appears to bear the thematic role of the external argument in some impersonal constructions; other reflexive constructions share properties with passives and unaccusatives, where the external argument is not syntactically realised. This has been taken to indicate that reflexive clitics cross-linguistically prevent the realisation of the external argument, triggering raising of an internal argument to subject position (Marantz 1984) . Because the introduction of the external argument is the role of Voice within Kratzer's model, a number of authors have started to associate reflexive morphology with Voice. Some treat reflexives as Non-Active morphology (e.g., McGinnis 1999) . A distinct perspective is taken by Doron (2003) , who posits a special Voice head called Middle Voice, µ, to account for the Hebrew middle templates. In her analysis (p. 58), µ voids the licensing of Active Voice. As a result, the external argument is missing from the derivation. In addition, µ may optionally assign the thematic role of Agent to the verb's argument. In both cases, only one argument is realised in syntax. This is illustrated in (9). Note that in (9a), there is both Event Identification and Argument Identification as defined in Higginbotham (1985) , that is, identification of the argument of µ with that of the VP.
(9) a. y nidxaf 'x push-SIMPL-MID' (Doron 2003, Ex. 114) b. x nišbar 'x break-SIMPL-MID' Yet another approach is taken by Bruening (2006) In French reflexive and reciprocal constructions, se shares with Active Voice the property of introducing the external argument in the clause. As a first approximation, we may say that se has the denotation in (12) and that it combines with the VP as in (13):
In (13), se combines by Functional Application with an open VP, that is, a VP containing an unsaturated internal argument, and it assigns the Agent role to the VP internal variable. The combination yields a one-place predicate where the VP internal variable has two thematic roles, a VP internal one and the role of Agent of the event. When a DP is introduced in Spec,Voice, it saturates both roles. Observe that the same result would be obtained by assuming that the reflexive head combines with VP by Event Identification and assigns the Agent role to the object (like µ in 9a): (14) In (14) the only difference between se and Active Voice lies not in the denotation of se but in its mode of composition with the VP: a special mode of composition must be defined for se that allows it to combine with an open VP, and identifies the arguments of se and of the VP. I choose to encode this in the lexical entry of se, as in (12), and to rely on Functional Application instead of on a combination of Event Identification and Argument Identification. We will revise (12) in Sect. 7.
I assume that (12) also holds for reciprocals, the difference being that, in reciprocals, the subject is a plural argument. This captures the fundamental role of reflexive/reciprocal se: that of introducing an external argument and of ensuring that the DP in Spec,Voice is interpreted as being both the external argument and the missing internal argument. I do not discuss here the various readings of reciprocal clauses. 3 I am concerned here, not with the technical details of the syntactic derivation, but with the specific contribution of se. However, for concreteness, I sketch here the syntactic assumptions underlying the present work. I assume that se is generated as the head of a Voice Phrase dominating VP, and that it moves to its surface position (under T in tensed clauses). I take Voice to be a syntactic functional head.
(15)
The DP in Spec,Voice is the external argument, which moves to Spec,TP in SVO clauses. The lexical verb independently moves to T in simple tenses and remains in a lower position in complex tenses. This accounts for the possible separation of se and the lexical verb in syntax, illustrated in (16). Assuming that tous signals the initial position of the external argument in Spec,Voice-it is the remnant of tous les enfants from which les enfants has moved to Spec,TP (Sportiche 1988 )-the syntactic derivation of (16a) is as in (16b). 4 There is no empty category in syntax in the position of the reflexivised object. 4 In (16b), I abstract away from the possibility that past participles move out of the VP to a functional head (Kayne 1989 I assume that this case specificity of se follows from the fact that se bears an accusative/dative case feature that needs to be checked, and take the relation between se and the internal case feature to be an agreement relation. Using minimalist terminology, we may say that when se is introduced in the derivation, it probes the structure for an appropriate case. 6
3 Se is not a reflexive operator A simple analysis of these facts is to say that se attaches to a dyadic verb to yield a monadic verb where the single argument of the verb saturates the two thematic roles, as in the b examples below.
(22) a. parler 'talk' = λxλyλe [talk-to(e, x) But a problem arises when we consider lexically reflexive verbs like autoanalyser 'self-analyse' (also autofinancer 'self-finance', autoproclamer 'self-proclaim', autocélébrer 'self-celebrate', autodétruire 'self-destruct'. . .) and lexically reciprocal verbs like entreregarder 'look at one another' (also entraccuser 'accuse one another', entraider 'help one another', entredéchirer 'tear one another to pieces', entredétru-ire 'destroy one another'). Here, the prefix conveys the reflexive meaning in the case of auto-and the reciprocal meaning in the case of entre-. Some attested examples of auto-and entre-prefixed verbs are listed in (26)-(27). It must be noted that the process of auto-and entre-prefixation is productive, as can be seen in (26d) and (27c, d). This means that every time a speaker creates a new verb by adding auto-to an existing verb, the reflexive morpheme appears on the derived verb. Similarly with the prefix entre-creating reciprocal predicates. 9 8 See Embick (1997 Embick ( , 2004 ) for a similar observation regarding afto-prefixation and non-active morphology in Greek. 9 A reviewer asks about the difference between (i) and (ii). In (i) there is no coindexation between the external argument and an internal argument, and se does not appear. Entre-operates at the level of the predicate embedded under CAUSE: [X CAUSES [y and z to cross each other]]. Se appears in (iii), where the reciprocity involves an agentive plural subject and the implicit internal argument (there is also a non-agentive reading of (iii) similar to (ii)).
(iii) Les patineurs s' entrecroisent sur la glace.
the skaters SE criss-cross-PP on the ice (lit.: cross each other)
In (ii) s'entrecroiser is ambiguous between the equivalent of (iii) and the anticausative of (i) (with a reciprocal interpretation); in the latter case, the superficial subject is a deep object and se is the anticausative morpheme. The crucial point for us is that when entre-introduces reciprocity between the plural set denoted by the external argument (the Agent) and the same set bearing an internal role, se is required even though the reciprocal interpretation is given by the prefix. If se operates on dyadic lexical entries, as defined in (2), it should not be able to attach to the derived verbs. The semantics of these verbs corresponds to the result of the reduction operation in (2c). It is clear that the role of se is not to make the verbs semantically reflexive or reciprocal, because the prefixes serve this role in the examples given. From a semantic point of view, se appears to be redundant. The argument extends to the semantically reflexive verb se suicider 'commit suicide', where sui means 'self' and cide 'kill'; if se is a reflexiviser, why does it attach to suicider? 10 With these verbs is doubtful that se is added to the verb in the lexicon: there is no reflexive operation to perform at that level. We have to conclude that se must be present to satisfy some other well-formedness condition.
The obligatoriness of se with SELF-derived verbs follows if se classifies, or marks, the predicate as reflexive at the level of the Voice head. Reinhart and Reuland (1993) introduce the concept of reflexive-marking and use it to define Conditions A and B below:
(30) Condition A: A reflexive-marked (syntactic) predicate is reflexive.
Condition B: A reflexive (semantic) predicate is reflexive-marked.
Condition A states that if a predicate is marked as reflexive in the syntax, it is interpreted as semantically reflexive. 11 Condition B states that if a predicate is semantically reflexive, it must be marked as reflexive. Putting aside the way these authors define reflexive-marking (see note 12), we may apply these conditions to the facts we have been discussing in the following way. The reflexive/reciprocal interpretation in (19) and (20) results from Condition A: because parle and aiment are marked as reflexive by se, they are interpreted as reflexive/reciprocal (see Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 10 We are not trying to account here for all the so-called intrinsic reflexives of traditional French grammar. The term intrinsic reflexive is a cover term for a heterogeneous set of verbs that exist only with the reflexive morpheme. In some cases the process leading to the creation of the se + V collocation is not productive or no longer productive; the collocation often has an idiosyncratic interpretation (se tromper 'err'), and its subject is often not an external argument (se souvenir 'remember'). Where they do not lend themselves to a synchronic analysis, these collocations are best treated as idioms. What we claim in the text is that the obligatoriness of the reflexive morpheme finds a principled explanation in the case of SELF-derived verbs and of suicider, which have a clear reflexive or reciprocal interpretation, and that these verbs should not be treated as lexicalised collocations. Grevisse and Goose (2007, §779 R4) treat these verbs as distinct from intrinsic reflexives for exactly the same reason. 11 Here, we need to abstract away from middle and unaccusative interpretations.
402, for a similar proposal). Condition B is at play in (24) and (25) This is illustrated in (31). The verb parle 'speak' is not semantically reflexive. The VP contains a variable for the Goal object associated with the verb. When se is added to the derivation, it adds the Agent role to the object variable. When Luc is introduced in Spec,Voice, it saturates the Agent of the speaking event, and the Goal of that event. (I assume that dative objects are DPs, and that à is a case-marker rather than a preposition (Kayne 1975) .)
Let us now turn to the verb autoanalyse in (24). When an auto-prefixed verb is introduced in syntax, it selects an Agent coreferential with the object. Suppose we encode this selectional restriction explicitly as in (32), where the prefix auto introduces the Agent in the verb's lexical entry. The verb is then treated as an exception to Kratzer's generalisation that external arguments do not appear in the lexical representation of verbs. In (32), se is redundant. It does not add information to what the verb lexically contains. The Agent contributed by se is non-distinct from the Agent role already present in the lexical entry of the verb. When Jean is introduced in Spec,Voice, it is interpreted as being both the Agent and the Theme of the event, as required by the meaning of the verb.
(32)
Se is obligatory with this verb because the meaning of the verb requires that the Agent be the same entity as the Theme. Without se, Active Voice would introduce a distinct variable for the subject, counter-indexing will be assumed, and we would end up with two distinct Agents, violating the principle that a thematic role can only be assigned once. The sentence would be semantically incoherent.
Thus, if the verb is not lexically reflexive, se introduces a reflexive interpretation; this is the essence of Condition A. If the verb is lexically reflexive, se is nevertheless required to ensure the coherence of the interpretation; this is the essence of Condition B. 12 In this sense, we may say that se is a grammatical means of classifying a predicate as reflexive: it classifies the predicate as reflexive by marking it as being one in which two arguments, the external argument and an internal argument, are coreferential.
To summarise, the presence of the reflexive clitic with verbs like autoanalyser or entreregarder indicates that the role of se is not to create a semantically reflexive/reciprocal verb. It was suggested that its role is to mark the predicate as reflexive in syntax, and that it fulfils this role by introducing, at the level of the Voice head, an external argument specified as being coreferential with an unsaturated internal argument.
Se. . .lui-même
In (33) and (34), the complement position is filled by a full (i.e., non-clitic) anaphoric pronoun, reflexive (lui-même) or reciprocal (l'un l'autre).
(33) a. Le ministre se copie lui-même. the deputy SE imitate-PRES-3S himself 'The deputy imitates himself.' (www.liberation.fr) b. Les voisins se détestent les uns les autres. the neighbours SE detest-PRES-3P the ones the others 'The neighbours detest one another.' (34) a. Le ministre se parle à lui-même. the deputy SE talk-PRES-3S to himself 'The deputy talks to himself.' (www.liberation.fr) b. Quand le député-Maire se fait des cadeaux à lui-même. when the deputy-mayor SE make-PRES-3S DET gifts to himself 'When the deputy-mayor makes gifts to himself.' 12 The present analysis is radically different from Reinhart and Reuland's. For these authors, a predicate is reflexive-marked if and only if (i) it is lexically reflexive, or (ii) one of its arguments is a SELF anaphor, where a SELF anaphor is a morphologically complex anaphor like himself. For them, se anaphors are intrinsically unable to reflexive-mark a predicate. These authors never explicitly state that French se is a SELF anaphor, but their analysis implies it, because it is a morphologically simple anaphor similar to Italian si in the relevant respects. In addition, for these authors, a lexically reflexive predicate is reflexive-marked. Autoanalyser, entreregarder, and suicider are lexically reflexive. In Reinhart and Reuland's system, these verbs should not trigger the reflexive-marking of the predicate. Let us make a parenthesis to mention that, like himself in English and equivalent pronouns in other languages, lui-même has a variety of uses. Lui-même in the above sentences is not to be confused with the use exemplified in (35) where the pronoun 1) occupies a non-argumental position; and 2) is an 'actor-oriented intensifier' that explicitly emphasises the subject and contrasts it with possible alternative actors (Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 1999a; Gast and Siemund 2006) . 13 (35) Renaud diffuse ses MP3 lui-même sans l' avis de Virgin! 'Renaud broadcasts his MP3 himself without the consent of Virgin!' (http://www.ratiatum.com/journal.php?id=2556) By contrast, in (33a)-(34a, b), lui-même 1) occupies an argumental position and 2) introduces object contrast. Semantically, the reflexive pronoun lui-même in these examples is not actor-oriented, but serves to contrast the object with possible alternatives. In (33a), the deputy would be expected to copy other people; in (34a), the deputy would be expected to talk to other people. L'un l'autre in (33b) and (34c-d) forces the reciprocal interpretation of the clause. The fact that lui-même and l'un l'autre occupy an argument position is clear in (34), where the pronouns are casemarked by à.
Not only does se happily coexist with lui-même/l'un l'autre in object position, it is obligatory in that context. In French, it is impossible to omit se in the presence of lui-même: 14 (36) a. *Le ministre copie lui-même.
b. *Les voisins détestent les uns les autres.
13 For a discussion of lui-même, see Zribi-Hertz (1990 .
14 French differs from Italian. In Italian, there is complementary distribution of the clitic with the full pronoun. Alboiu et al. (2004) use this complementary distribution as an argument in favour of movement of the internal DP to subject position. This argument does not carry over to French.
(i) a. Gianni difende sé/ se stesso.
[It] (Alboiu et al. 2004: Ex. 11 
Gianni SE defend c. *Gianni si difende sé/ se stesso.
Gianni SE defends SE (SELF.M-emphatic) 'Gianni defends himself.' (37) a. *Le ministre parle à lui-même. 15 b. *Les voisins envoient des injures les uns aux autres.
The obligatoriness of se with lui-même in French is unexpected if se is thought to reflexivise a predicate. The object position is filled by a reflexive or reciprocal pronoun, making the predicate semantically reflexive/reciprocal. Just as was the case with auto-and entre-derived verbs, se appears to be redundant. Again, if luimême/l'un l'autre are not accusative or dative (and if the predicate is not otherwise reflexive), se is not present:
Pierre votera pour lui-même. b. *Pierre se votera pour lui-même. Pierre (SE) vote-FUT-3S for himself 'Pierre will vote for himself.' c.
Les enfants voteront les uns pour les autres. d. *Les enfants se voteront les uns pour les autres. The children (SE) vote-FUT-3P the ones for the others 'The children will vote for one another. ' We must conclude that the role of se is not to make the predicate reflexive. Its presence finds an explanation if se reflexive-marks the predicate and if French requires the presence of se to encode the coreference between the subject and an accusative or dative object.
I assume that the anaphor does not saturate the internal argument, otherwise the resulting VP would be of type s, t , incapable of associating with se. It could be that the anaphor is a predicate modifier that does not saturate the predicate (cf. Chung and Ladusaw's (2003) Restrict mode of composition). Alternatively, the anaphor translates as a formula containing a variable, as in Déchaine and Wiltschko's (2004) analysis of reciprocals:
The variable e is then bound by se and coindexed with the plural subject; l'un ('the one') and l'autre ('the other') refer to members of the set denoted by the subject (see also Milner 1984) . 16 Finally, observe that both lui-même and l'un l'autre occupy the object position and are case-marked. Hence, se does not prevent the verb from assigning case to its object. In other words, the unaccusative approach to se does not account for these sentences.
We will come back to (33)-(34) in Sect. 7.2, When we discuss the contribution of lui-même in the clause.
5 Se, case-absorption, and causatives In Sect. 3, it was shown that se is not a lexical operator of reflexivity, because it co-occurs with reflexive verbs. It will now be shown that se is also not a lexical caseabsorber on the verb. Reinhart and Siloni (2005) claim that languages are parameterised as being "syntax" languages or "lexicon" languages, according to the level at which reflexivity is derived. They argue that French is a "syntax" language. One of Reinhart and Siloni's arguments is that se may appear on a head without affecting the argument structure of that head, something that is not possible in "lexicon" languages like Hebrew. Consider (40a) (Reinhart and Siloni 2005: 394, Ex. 5) . In this example, the matrix verb considère 'consider' does not take a DP as its internal argument; Pierre receives its thematic role from the adjective intelligent. Because the object is not an argument of the verb, it cannot be affected by a lexical operation on the argument structure of the verb. However, we see in (40b) that the reflexive morpheme se appears on the verb. Hence, according to the authors, reflexivity must be derived in syntax, a conclusion to which I subscribe. Reinhart and Siloni develop an analysis where the role of se is solely to remove a case feature on the verb. The reflexive clitic is part of the verb's morphology, but it is not an argument, and it does not affect the number of thematic roles associated with the verb. When a reflexive verb is introduced in syntax, an internal thematic role is not mapped onto its canonical position, because it lacks case. It is retained on the verbal projection as long as the cycle is not completed. When the external argument is introduced in the derivation (at the IP level for them), all unassigned thematic roles must be assigned, otherwise the derivation crashes. At this point, an operation named Bundling takes place. This operation, defined as in (43) (their Ex. 24, p. 400), assigns a bundle of the two thematic roles to a unique argument. The operation is constrained to operate on an external thematic role.
Bundling is interpreted as a distributive conjunction of theta roles: (44a) is interpreted as (44b). (44) It is argued that Bundling applies in syntax in French (whereas it applies in the lexicon in Hebrew). The derivation proposed by these authors is illustrated in (45). At the embedded IP level, the verb laver 'wash' is associated with two thematic roles, Agent θ i , and Theme θ g . The Theme role is assigned to Marie, but the Agent role is not assigned and stays on the verb; this is represented as θ i in (45b). The main verb se-voir is then added to the derivation (45c). In the absence of se, the subject of the embedded clause would need to be projected in order for voir to check its accusative case feature. Se-voir has no accusative case to check, and this enables the derivation to continue. At the top IP level (45d), a subject, Luc, is introduced. Because this is the end of the cycle, all unassigned thematic roles must be assigned. Bundling takes place at that level, and Luc receives a bundle composed of the two unassigned thematic roles, θ i , Agent of laver, and θ k , Agent of voir. As a result, (45d) is interpreted as in (46). (45) 
(46) ∃e 1 ∃e 2 [see(e 1 ) and wash(e 2 ) and Agent(e 1 , Luc) and Theme(e 1 , e 2 ) and Agent(e 2 , Luc) and Theme(e 2 , Marie)] (Reinhart and Siloni 2005: 406, Ex. 36) Observe that the derivation is not unaccusative: the verb's superficial subject is introduced in Spec,IP.
This approach, correctly in my opinion, derives reflexivity in syntax. However, it is too local. It accounts for reflexivisation of the subject of an ECM predicate, casemarked by the verb on which se appears, but it fails to account for other constructions where the case of the object is a property of a head distinct from the head on which se cliticises.
Consider the causative constructions illustrated in (47) and (48). Causative constructions are a clear case for reflexivisation in syntax. In these constructions, it is evident that se has the 'displacement' property: it is found in a position different from the one in which the corresponding thematic role is interpreted (indicated with θ below). Notice that none of the verbs of these sentences is semantically reflexive: there is no coreference between their thematic subject and their thematic object. Once again, we have to reject a lexical approach to reflexivisation. Crucially, however, the caseabsorption approach proposed by Reinhart and Siloni does not work here. The missing accusative complement in (47) or dative complement in (48) is associated with the lower verb, but se appears on the higher verb, or on the auxiliary of the higher verb. The only way to preserve a lexical case-absorption analysis in this case would be to assume some type of complex predicate formation (Guasti 1996; Zubizarreta 1987; Baauw and Delfitto 2005) in the lexicon, allowing se to operate on a case feature associated with the lower verb. The fact that the relevant verbs are morphologically and syntactically independent-they are separated by adverbs-raises doubts as to the correctness of this solution (Miller 1992: 236; Folli and Harley 2004) . Moreover, whenever se is on the higher verb, the construction is of the faire-par type, a construction where the internal arguments of the embedded VP are standardly analysed as being case-marked internally to that VP (Burzio 1986; Guasti 1996; Folli and Harley 2004) . 17 If se is to absorb case, it appears on the wrong verb. It is of course unnecessary to rely on this type of solution if the reflexive morpheme is not a lexical operator.
In the present perspective, se does not remove the verb's case feature in the lexicon; it agrees at a distance with a case feature. The semantic derivation proceeds as follows: the variable corresponding to the internal argument of the lower verb berner 'deceive' remains in the derivation until se is introduced. When se is introduced, it assigns this variable an Agent role. The constituent les citoyens in Spec,Voice saturates both occurrences of the variable. This is illustrated in (49) for sentence (47) (ignoring adverbs and tense). 18 (49) In (49) the translation of the causative verb allows it to combine with VPs, i.e., with relations between individuals and events. This is not specific to reflexives; it must be postulated to account for the placement on the higher verb of non-reflexive object clitics associated with the lower verb in "clitic climbing" constructions. A purely syntactic alternative to the derivation of (47) would be to follow Bruening (2006) in assuming that the verb's object is a null pronoun that moves to adjoin above the VP dominated by laissé. Movement of the null pronoun leaves a trace, and abstracts over the adjoined-to structure, creating a constituent of type e, st . This would be as in (50).
(50) For our purposes, either approach would yield the correct results. In either case, se does not operate at the lexical level, and, crucially, it affects neither the argument structure nor the case feature of the verb to which it is cliticised. 18 Here I oversimplify in places irrelevant to the analysis. In particular, I gloss over the problem of defining the exact thematic role of the subject of laisser, identifying it as a type of 'Agent', and over the mode of composition of the Agent of the embedded verb.
Note that the present approach is an improvement on the Bundling operation of Reinhart and Siloni. Bundling yields a complex thematic role, easily definable when only one event is involved: [Agent-Theme](e, Max). In (47), however, the two arguments belong to distinct events: the DP in Spec,Voice is the Agent of laisser and the Theme of berner. It is unclear how Bundling could work here.
Applicatives
The theory according to which se absorbs the case assigning feature of a verb faces a different type of problem in cases where the relevant complement is not a lexical argument of a verb. This is the case with the so-called ethical se, where se is interpreted as some type of benefactive object. Here, the lexical entry of the verb has no case feature associated with the ethical dative.
(51) a. Luc s' est bu un petit café. /s' est envoyé un petit café Luc SE AUX drink-PP a small coffee. /SE AUX send-PP a small coffee derrière la cravate. behind the tie 'Luc had himself a small cup of coffee.' b. Alors, on se le mange, ce melon? Well, we SE 3S-ACC eat-PRES-3S, this melon 'Well, are we going to eat it, this melon?' Pylkkänen (2008) proposes to derive unselected benefactive complements with the help of an applicative head. An applicative morpheme adds an unselected object to a predicate. In the case of the benefactive, the applicative morpheme is generated under a high applicative head that combines with VP by Event Identification, the special mode of composition postulated for Active Voice by Kratzer. This head denotes a relation between an event and an individual. The benefactive complement is thus an argument of the applicative head, and not of the verb itself. If this approach to unselected complements is correct, it cannot be that se is a lexical operator on the verb. The fact that se appears when the benefactive complement is coreferential with the subject, favours an approach where se is added in the course of the syntactic derivation rather than in the lexicon.
The derivation of the first clause of (51a) is illustrated in (53). The VP is of type s, t (its object is saturated), and as such it is incapable of combining with se. The benefactive applicative head adds a dative benefactive object above the VP, and creates a predicate of the appropriate type e, st . When se is added at the level of the Voice head, it agrees with the dative case feature on the benefactive head, and it adds an Agent role to the Benefactive argument. When the subject Luc is added in Spec,Voice, it saturates both roles.
(53)
The inalienable possession construction illustrated in (54)- (55), where se is the possessor of the definite DP object, raises the same type of problem as the benefactive. Here again, the inalienable possessor is not an argument of the verb in the lexicon, and there is no reason to think that the verb is lexically associated with dative Case. We might want to extend Pylkkänen's approach of low applicatives to these elements (Pylkkänen 2008; see also Cuervo 2003) . Pylkkänen discusses two types of low applicatives, some introducing a recipient ('to the possession of x'), and others a source ('from the possession of x'). Inalienable possessors denote entities that are in possession of the object, and they fit naturally into this class. For Pylkkänen, low applicatives are generated below the VP level, but above the verb's object: (56) I will not go into the details of the derivation (see Pylkkänen 2008) , but simply point out that here again, the applicative head adds a dative argument without which the VP would be saturated and would not be able to combine with se. Notice that the inalienable possessive construction can be embedded under a causative head in a faire-par construction, with se on the causative verb binding the possessor of the embedded object: A look at the structure of this sentence in (58) should make it clear that, from its position under Voice, se cannot absorb in the lexicon a case assigned to the dative object of the low applicative. Consequently, if case plays a role in reflexive clauses, it cannot be the one put forward in approaches assuming that se lexically absorbs a case feature on the verb to which it cliticises.
(58)
To summarise, I have shown that se does not operate on the verb in the lexicon, whether to reflexivise it, or to affect its case-assigning properties. Unaccusative and case-absorption approaches to se are too local to account for the possibility of finding se on a head where the reflexivised object is an argument of a distant head.
French reflexives as "open", "near-reflexive" predicates
In what precedes, I have assumed that, when se combines with a VP containing a variable, it assigns an Agent role to the variable, which then bundles two thematic roles, a VP internal one, and the role of Agent. In what follows, I will show that this is an oversimplification of the facts, and that the two entities, Agent and object, are potentially distinct. I therefore propose to revise the lexical entry of se proposed in (12) to the one given in (59), where f denotes a function, the Near-Reflexive function, that ranges over entities distinct from x but related to it (what 'related' means will be discussed below):
(59) λP λxλyλe [P (e, y) and Agent(e, x) and y = f (x)]
In (59), the two arguments of the verb potentially denote distinct individuals. When a DP is introduced in Spec,Voice, two things happen: 1) the referent of this DP receives the external thematic role and 2) the referent of the object is specified as being a function of that of the subject. This formula may be reduced to a one-place predicate by replacing y by f (x) everywhere.
It will be concluded that French reflexive/reciprocal predicates denote a situation with two distinct participants, each with its own thematic role, as opposed a situation in which one participant has two thematic roles. Consequently, reflexive/reciprocal se does not reduce the semantic valency of the predicate. What it does is classify the predicate as reflexive by introducing (59) in the interpretation. If this is correct, the derivation of reflexive sentences conforms to the postulates in Baauw and Delfitto (2005) and Reinhart and Siloni (2004) : the computational system does not perform valency operations in syntax. The formula also does not violate Reinhart and Reuland's (1993) IDI condition (Inability to Distinguish Indistinguishables), claiming that the computational system cannot read as two objects the two tokens of the same variable.
The argumentation will be developed in two steps. In Sect. 7.1, I define the notion of 'near-reflexivity' and show that French reflexives are near-reflexives, where the referent of the object is a function of that of the subject. In Sect. 7.2, I show that French reflexives are 'open' predicates, that is, predicates with two unbound arguments.
Step 1: French reflexives as near-reflexive
The difference between Pure-reflexive predicates and Near-reflexive predicates has been discussed by a number of authors (Lidz 1997 (Lidz , 2001 Reuland 2001 Reuland , 2005 ; see also Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 1999a) . Pure-reflexive predicates are those where the two arguments of the predicate are completely identical, both in the world and in the semantic representation. Near-reflexive predicates are those where the second argument is a function taking the first argument as input and returning an entity related to that argument but distinct from it:
The Near-Reflexive function f does not prohibit the antecedent and the anaphor from being the same entity in the world, but it does not require it.
The near-reflexive interpretation is observed in Tussaud contexts (Jackendoff 1992) . Imagine that Ringo Starr goes to Madame Tussaud's wax museum and sees a statue depicting himself with a beard. Because he prefers to see himself without a beard, he takes out his razor and shaves the statue. In this context, we can say Ringo shaved himself. This means that in English, the reflexive morpheme may take as antecedent a referent distinct from the subject, and that it has a near-reflexive interpretation.
The Near-Reflexive function f is associated by Reuland (2005) with a condition of near identity:
(61) Condition: ||f (x)|| is sufficiently close to ||x|| to stand proxy for ||x||.
A reflexive predicate may have a near-reflexive interpretation on the condition that the referent of the object be a close copy of the referent of the subject, so that it can 'stand proxy' for it. A statue of Ringo may stand proxy for Ringo, but a book about Ringo may not, for example. Lidz (2001) shows that reflexive morphemes differ in their ability to function as pure reflexives or as near reflexives. In Kannada, for example, when the verb is marked as reflexive in the lexicon, only the pure-reflexive reading obtains. When a morphologically complex anaphor is used instead of the reflexive morpheme, the near-reflexive interpretation is available. Thus, in (62a), Hari can only see himself, not a representation of himself such as a wax copy; both interpretations are allowed in (62b). I personally find the versions without a full pronoun more acceptable than '*?', and an anonymous reviewer finds the versions with lui-même/eux-mêmes 'quite odd'. Clearly, se may appear in a Tussaud context without being accompanied by lui-même.
What is important for us here is that, whether with or without lui-même, (63) and (64) are constructed with se; they are ungrammatical without it. Therefore, se appears in the clause when the two arguments of the reflexive predicate do not refer to exactly the same individual. Hence, the formula for the reflexive that we have used up to now must be replaced by the near-reflexive formula in (65). 19 (65) λP λxλe [P (e, f (x) ) and Agent(e, x)]
Observe that reciprocals are possible in a basic Tussaud context. In (66) The English sentence has three readings: 1) the sloppy reading in which than Peter is interpreted as than Peter defends himself ; 2) the strict reading than Peter defends him John ; 3) the object comparison reading than he John defends Peter. In the first reading, there is binding between the subject and object of the second conjunct. In the second and third readings, there is no coreference between the subject and object of the second conjunct. The availability of the non-coreferential readings shows that the English reflexive predicate is semantically transitive, thus open, and that the reflexive pronoun functions like a pronominal. By comparison, the Dutch sentence only has the sloppy reading; this indicates that the reflexive predicate is semantically closed, and that the object is bound to the subject. Sells et al. (1987: 187) use this test to argue that the reflexive affix dzi in Chichewa functions like a pronominal because it allows the strict reading and the object comparison reading (69a). Mchombo (1993: 195, Ex. 20) uses it to argue for the difference between the reflexive and the reciprocal morphemes in this language. The reciprocal morpheme (69b) only allows the sloppy identity reading.
(69) a. Alenje á-ma-dzi-nyoz-á kupósá asodzi. 2-hunters 2SM-HAB-REFL-despise-FV exceeding 2-fishermen 'The hunters despise themselves more than the fishermen.' . . . more than the fishermen despise themselves (sloppy) . . . more than the fishermen despise the hunters (strict) . . . more than the hunters despise the fishermen (object comparison) b. Alenje á-ma-nyoz-án-á kupósá asodzi. 2-hunters 2SM-HAB-despise-RECIP-FV exceeding 2-fishermen 'The hunters despise each other more than the fishermen.' . . . more than the fishermen despise each other (sloppy only)
The difference correlates with the morpholexical vs morphosyntactic distinction: according to Mchombo (1993) , the reciprocal is a lexical affix, but the reflexive morpheme belongs to the syntactic component. The same test is used by Doron (2003: 58) to show that the Hebrew middle voice creates closed predicates, which correlates with the fact that it does not allow the near-reflexive reading.
It should be clear that if French reflexives are near-reflexives, they must be open predicates in the sense of being semantically transitive: the two arguments of the verb are potentially distinct. However, when we apply to French the test of comparative deletion, we see that only the sloppy identity reading is possible; (70) The object comparison reading is also not available, i.e., for (70), the reading Lucie defends herself better than she defends Luc, and for (71), the reading The professors hate each other more than they hate the students. The conclusion seems to be that French reflexives/reciprocals are closed predicates, a fact predicted by (72) (= 12).
(72) λP λxλe [P (e, x) 
∧ Agent(e, x)]
But this is not compatible with the observation that French reflexives are nearreflexives. The sloppy reading observed in comparative deletion is surprising in view of Lidz's claim that there is a correlation between that reading and the availability of the Tussaud near-reflexive reading. The French facts show that this correlation does not hold generally: in French reflexives, only the sloppy identity reading is possible in comparative deletion, but we saw that the near-reflexive reading obtains. I suggest that this is because se is not an independent anaphoric pronoun like himself, but a Voice head introducing (65) in the interpretation. We get the near-reflexive reading, but we still expect only sloppy identity to be possible, as shown in (73) 
. . than Luc λxλe[defend(e, f (x)) ∧ Agent(e, x)]
For the same reason, the reciprocal reading is only compatible with a sloppy reading (on reciprocals, see Bruening 2006 for a similar argument).
Let us now come back to (33)-(34), where lui-même is in argument position and where, by spelling-out the object, it is interpreted as placing focus on the object, that is, as overtly contrasting the object with other potential objects (without intonational prominence):
(74) a. Le ministre se copie lui-même. the deputy SE imitate-PRES-3S himself b. Le ministre se parle à lui-même. the deputy SE talk-PRES-3S to himself A sentence with contrastive focus is uttered felicitously if there are alternatives to the focussed element such that the predication might have applied to them. In 20 Doron and Rappaport Hovav (2007) show that ECM and causative predicates allow the remnant reading illustrated below:
(i) Paul se trouvait bête et sa soeur aussi.
Paul se find-PST stupid and his sister too 'Paul considered himself stupid, and he considered his sister stupid too.'
This means that se does not always yield a semantically reflexive predicate under ellipsis, and provides another argument for the position defended in here that French reflexives are 'open' predicates.
contrastive focus sentences, the background information is obtained by replacing the focused object by a variable ranging over other potential entities (Rooth 1992 (x, x) where the object is bound to the subject, the possibility of considering distinct referents for the object should be excluded. Sentence (74b) would either be uninterpretable or it would be interpreted as stating that the deputy speaks to himself against a background in which some other person speaks to himself. This is not the interpretation of that sentence. The interpretation described in (75) follows naturally if reflexive sentences are open sentences. Assume that the lexical entry of se is (76), which combines the nearreflexive formula in (65) with the open formula in (67b). The two-place (76) reduces to the one-place (65) by replacing y by f(x): λP λxλe [P (e, f (x) ) and Agent(e, x)]. As we will see, the long formula will be useful when we discuss negative sentences, as it allows for y to be not even representationally close to x.
(76) λP λxλyλe [P (e, y) and Agent(e, x) and y = f (x)] (= 59)
In (76), the identity of the object is determined by y = f (x). Placing contrastive focus on the object creates a background in which y may be different from f (x), i.e. a background without this condition. This is what we see in (75b). In (74b), it is clear that lui-même is in an argument position, because it is casemarked by à. On the other hand, sentences of type (74a) are structurally and semantically ambiguous. The most natural interpretation of (74a) is one where lui-même introduces object contrast, and hence, where lui-même occupies the object position. However, lui-même may also be an actor-oriented adjunct of the type illustrated earlier in (35). Agent-oriented adjunct reflexives like lui-même overtly oppose the actor with other potential actors (Gast and Siemund 2006) . This is not the natural interpretation of (74a), but, sentences similar to it allow the agent-oriented interpretation. For example, Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (1999a: Ex. 26 ) observe that in (77a), there is no shaving going on, that is, Jean-Pierre has a beard, while in (77b), Jean-Pierre is shaved, but he is not doing the shaving. In other words, (77b) presupposes that Jean-Pierre is shaved and denies that JeanPierre is the agent of the shaving. This interpretation of (77b) is typical of actororiented intensifier self-forms. This sentence is preferably interpreted as actororiented, but the object contrast reading is possible in the following context: Lieutenant Columbo looks closely at a photograph that he thought showed Jean-Pierre shaving, but he notices that the person shaved (who is only partially visible) cannot be Jean-Pierre. In that context (77b) would be felicitous, and the sentence would mean that Jean-Pierre is shaving someone, and that someone is not himself. While the preferred interpretation of (74a) is object-oriented and that of (77b) actor-oriented, (78) is ambiguous. It is equally compatible with an interpretation in which Luc was denounced (e.g., he is in prison), but not by himself, and with a context in which Luc denounced his friends, but not himself (e.g., he is free).
(78) Luc ne s' est pas dénoncé lui-même. Luc NEG SE AUX not denounce-PP himself 'Luc did not denounce himself.'
As expected, the agent-oriented interpretation is not available when lui-même is dative-marked, as in (74b) or similar sentences, because this reading is characteristic of reflexives in an adjunct position. In (74b), the pronoun is in argument position, and its interpretation is strictly object-oriented. We conclude that the construction illustrated in (74a) is ambiguous between object contrast and subject contrast. In the object contrast reading, lui-même occupies the case-marked object position. In the subject contrast reading, lui-même is an adjunct. In both cases, the semantic interpretation of the sentence is of the type given in (79), where lui-même focuses an argument of the verb (subject or object) and explicitly states that it is a function of the other, against a background where both referents might be completely distinct:
The distinctness of the two variables surfaces clearly under negation. The two interpretations of (77b) are given in (80):
The negation denies the near-equality between the two variables, and we end up with an interpretation where the subject is neither the same individual as the object nor related to it by a near-reflexive function. This is predicted by (76), but not by (72).
To summarise, se . . . lui-même sentences provides evidence that reflexive sentences are semantically open. This is particularly clear in negative sentences.
Turning to the reciprocal, it can be seen in (81) that the negative clause only has a reading parallel to that of the English translation where the whole clause is negated. The interpretation in (81c) is compatible with a situation in which the children imitate someone else, but it does not express it directly.
(81) a. Les enfants s' imitent les uns les autres. the children SE imitate-PRES-3P the ones the others 'The children imitate one another.' b. Les enfants ne s' imitent pas les uns les autres. the children NEG SE imitate-PRES-3P not the ones the others 'The children do not imitate one another.' c. ¬λP λXλY λe [P (e, Y ) 
This does not mean that reciprocals are semantically closed, because they allow a near-reflexive interpretation. The difference with lui-même is that the complex pronoun les uns les autres does not introduce focus on the object. The role of l'un l'autre is to force the reciprocal reading of the reflexive, which is otherwise ambiguous between a reflexive and a reciprocal reading.
We should not leave the issue of focus without noting that se, which appears as expected in (82a), is excluded in the presence of ne . . . que 'only', as shown by the contrast between (82b) and (82c). This is due to the presence of the focus operator ne . . . que meaning only. To summarise, we saw that French reflexive and reciprocal clauses are open, near-reflexive constructions. This implies that the lexical entry of se is not of type λx [P (x, x) ], where the object and the subject are the same individual. In French, the two arguments of the reflexive verb are semantically distinct, and the object variable behaves in the semantics like a pronominal. It was argued that the facts follow if se contributes (76) to the interpretation. This means that when se is introduced under Voice, two things happen: first, an external argument is introduced; second, the referent of the object is specified as being related to the external argument by the Near-Reflexive function f , ranging over entities sufficiently close to the external argument to be able to stand proxy for it.
French reflexives and metonymic readings
When we consider French reflexives, it appears that Reuland's near-reflexive condition that f (x) stand proxy for x (see (61)) is too strong if we take seriously Ruwet's remark that (84a) is not the reflexive variant of (84b), which is non-existent, but rather means (84c) (Ruwet 1972 (Ruwet /1976 : 88, note 1). Example (85) The verbs in these examples do not take a proper name as complement. While the subject is the individual Pierre, the object is Pierre's ideas or Pierre's words/acts. Because the referent of the complement is not representationally close to the subject, the near-reflexive condition as formulated does not play a role in (84)- (86). The examples are clearly related to the notion of metonymy found in Mary is reading Brecht, where Mary is reading Brecht's writings. 23 In that sentence, the proper name Brecht gives an instruction to the listener to find a referent related to the person Brecht, and at the same time compatible with the verb's selectional restrictions. The interpretation is that Mary is reading something that Brecht has written. Similarly, in (84a), Pierre repeats something that Pierre has said. With the verbs in (84)- (86), however, this metonymic interpretation of the object is only possible when the verb is reflexive, as shown by the b) examples. This suggests that the metonymic reading follows from the presence of se. There is clearly a relation with near-reflexives: the two arguments of the reflexive predicates are distinct entities, and the referent of the object is determined on the basis of that of the subject, taking into account the verb's selectional restrictions. We end up with an interpretation of (84a) whereby Pierre repeats his own words.
The present approach to se provides a way to account for (84)- (86). This requires extending the notion of near-reflexivity to include entities that cannot 'stand proxy' for the subject, but that are related to it by a relation of metonymy. Take example (84), repeated in (87a). Let us assume that the verb's internal argument is typed as referring to 'words' (or perhaps 'actions'). This argument is not projected in syntax. Se adds an Agent role at the level of Voice. When the subject Pierre is introduced, it receives the external thematic role of Agent. The referent of the object is then determined by the Near-Reflexive function, f (Pierre) ranging over entities compatible with the verb's selectional restriction, and at the same time related to Pierre, here, the words pronounced by Pierre.
(87) a. Pierre se répète.
Pierre SE repeats b.
Observe that Pierre in Spec,Voice saturates the external argument, and not the internal argument (words) of the verb. This indicates that the subject of a reflexive verb is not moved to that position from the internal object position and that an unaccusative analysis is not appropriate. The fact that there is no identity here between the referents bearing the external and the internal thematic roles provides further evidence against a reduction analysis of reflexive constructions of the type presented in (2), where one of the verb's thematic roles is eliminated.
It thus appears that in French reflexive sentences the Near-Reflexive function may range over the entity denoted by x, some entity that can stand proxy for x, or some entity related to x through a metonymic relation taking into account the type of the verb's object. I find it useful to think of se as an instruction to the listener. Se tells the listener to store the referent denoted by the subject in memory, and keep the information in store until it reaches a case feature with which to agree. The referent in store is then used to find a referent for the associated variable, taking into account the meaning of the verb and the type of argument it selects. 24 Here, the reciprocal construction behaves differently from the reflexive construction. While reciprocals appear to be possible in a basic Tussaud context, as shown in (66), the equivalents of (84) and (86) do not have a reciprocal interpretation. (88a) can only mean that Paul and Pierre repeat themselves constantly, and (88b) that they explain their own behaviours. These two sentences only have a reflexive interpretation; they do not mean that Paul repeats constantly Pierre's words and conversely, or that Paul explains the behaviour of Pierre and conversely. This follows from the fact that in order to have a reciprocal interpretation, the object must be able to function as subject of the relation described by the verb. In the representationally close context of the Tussaud Museum, it is possible to interpret the object as a "version" of Pierre and Paul; the object may "stand proxy" for the 24 A reviewer points out that what is proposed here does not seem to account for the fact that Pierre se soigne 'Pierre se treats' has only the reading in which Pierre looks after his health, and not the reading Pierre soigne ses paroles/idées/actions 'Pierre looks after his words/ideas/ actions.' This restriction is probably due to the fact that the basic meaning of soigner is that of medical care. It could very well be that the availability and frequency of the concrete reading blocks the metonymic reading based on a figurative interpretation of the verb. Obviously more work would be required to specify exactly when the metonymic interpretation is available. The reviewer also asks about the difference between *Jean se ressemble tout le temps 'Jean always resembles himself,' √ Jean ne se ressemble plus 'Jean doesn't resemble himself anymore', √ Plus il écrit, plus il se ressemble 'the more he writes, the more he resembles himself'. All three sentences are reflexive: Jean looks/does not look like himself (like what he truly is; like what he was before); the resemblance is not physical, but it is not clear that metonymy is at play here. It could be that the first sentence is rejected because it is not sufficiently informative. 25 A reviewer notes that a distinct reciprocal interpretation obtains, where 'J explained (laid out) his point to M, and M explained hers back.' This is a reciprocal interpretation based on the reflexive: J s'est expliqué (à M) and M s'est expliquée (à J), where the dative reciprocal objects are identical to the subjects. subject. In some sense, Paul admires Pierre and Pierre admires Paul, even though what they admire is a wax representation of each other. But in (88), the object is not representationally close to the subject, and it cannot serve as a subject of the reciprocal relation. I conclude that, in a reciprocal, f (x) is subject to the condition proposed by Reuland in (61): it is limited to entities that can stand proxy for x. In a reflexive, f (x) may range over a larger set and include entities related to x by a metonymic relation.
The crucial point of this section is that the metonymic readings exemplified show once again that reflexive/reciprocal sentences with se contain two distinct arguments, and not one argument bearing two thematic roles.
In the last two sections, I briefly address the question of the difference between se and other clitics, and that of the difference between reflexives/reciprocals and middles/anticausatives.
Reflexive/reciprocal se vs. other pronominal clitics
The present approach treats se as a Voice head. This reminds us that Sportiche (1996 Sportiche ( , 1998 Given the superficial similarity between Luc se lave 'Luc washes himself' and Luc le lave 'Luc washes him', the traditional grammar of French treats se as a reflexive 'pronoun', but it is now generally accepted that clauses with clitic se behave differently from clauses with a regular pronominal clitic (Kayne 1975; Grimshaw 1982; Wehrli 1986) . A clause with an accusative clitic behaves like a transitive clause, but when the clitic is reflexive, the clause behaves like an intransitive. The main arguments for this position are the following: NP extraposition. Impersonal constructions are rejected with transitive verbs (89a), but they are allowed with intransitive and with reflexive sentences (89b)- (90) it SE AUX present-PP many of men for this job 'Many men presented themselves for this job.' Causative sentences. Transitive verbs embedded under causative faire have a dative subject; reflexive and intransitive verbs, an accusative subject. In (91a), the object of laver is the clitic le on the main verb faire, and its subject is the dative complement à Paul. By contrast, if the verb embedded under faire is reflexive, as in (91b), its subject is in the accusative, just like subject of the intransitive verb manger in (91c).
(91) a. Je le ferai laver à Paul. I 3S-ACC make-FUT-1S wash to Paul 'I will make Paul wash it.' b. Je ferai se laver Paul. I make-FUT-1S se wash Paul 'I will make Paul wash himself.' b. Je ferai manger Paul. I make-FUT-1S eat Paul 'I will make Paul eat.' This is taken by Kayne (1975) to show that reflexive clauses behave like intransitives. 26 Subject-verb inversion. Werhli (1986: 275, Ex. 20) mentions that there is a contrast in the possibility of subject-verb inversion in WH constructions. It is more difficult with verbs that have an accusative clitic than with verbs that have a reflexive clitic (also Zubizarreta 1987: 163, Ex. 4.51) . There is thus general agreement that se is not a regular clitic pronoun. Observe, however, that there is a difference in behaviour between clauses with se and clauses with se . . . lui-même with respect to the intransitivity of reflexive clauses. When luimême is present, the clause no longer behaves like an intransitive. For example, the impersonal construction is ill-formed: 26 If the reflexive clitic occurs on the main verb, as in (i), the subject of the embedded verb is neither accusative nor dative; it must be introduced by the preposition par.
(i) Il se fera laver par Paul. He SE make-FUT-3S wash by Paul 'He i will make Paul wash him i .'
According to Tasmowski-De Ryck and van Oevelen (1987: 54 ) se faire V is only possible with the faire par construction because in se faire V, the action is oriented towards the subject of faire, and it cannot have a second centre of interest. In faire à/faire NP the subject of the embedded verb is the centre of interest, the person who the subject of faire wants to affect, whereas in faire par the centre of interest is the caused event, and the subject in par is instrumental in bringing about the event (Cannings and Moody 1978; Hyman and Zimmer 1975; Folli and Harley 2004) . It is unclear whether this par is the same as that introducing the subject of a passive. This may be taken as a confirmation that the full pronoun occupies the object position.
Moreover, the fact that French reflexive/reciprocal clauses are open near-reflexive predicates allows us to conclude that the category bound by se functions in the semantics like a pronominal, even though reflexive clauses behave like intransitives in the absence of an anaphoric pronoun in object position. The accusative adjunct test of Sells et al. (1987) I take this as further indication that the semantic category bound by French se is pronominal, and that reflexive clauses are semantically transitive, even though they may be syntactically intransitive.
In the analysis proposed here, how is this distinct behaviour of se to be explained? The derivation of reflexive/reciprocal clauses proposed in this paper may be compared to Delfitto's (2002) approach to non reflexive pronominal clitics. In my approach to se and in Delfitto's approach to non-reflexive clitics, a lambda operator associated with the clitic binds an internal variable, and the case feature of the clitic restricts this variable to being one associated with the appropriate case. The difference is that, while the argument of the reflexive is the clause's subject, Delfitto argues for regular clitics that the argument of the lambda is a clause external topic (see also Espinal to appear; Zribi-Hertz 2003) . The syntactically intransitive behaviour of reflexive sentences would be straightforwardly accounted for if there is no empty category in object position in the case of se, whereas clitics involve movement leaving a trace. This difference between se and regular clitics follows under the assumption that thematic roles must be assigned to constituents in an A position. For reflexives, the DP in Spec,Voice occupies an A position, and it can saturate the subject and the object variables at the same time. The internal thematic role is kept in the derivation until it reaches the point where the external argument is introduced, and there is no empty category in object position. With non reflexive pronominal clitics, the antecedent of the clitic is an A topic. This forces the thematic role to be assigned to the object position. A slightly different idea in the same spirit is to treat the empty category bound by se as being formally similar to an NP-trace. The category bound by se is part of an A-chain with the subject position. According to Chomsky (2005: 27) such traces are invisible, or syntactically inert. By contrast, the category bound by the non-reflexive clitic is A -bound by a clause-external topic, and it must be visible. That would explain the distinct behaviour of reflexive sentences compared to other object clitic constructions.
9 Reflexive/reciprocal se vs. middle/anticausative se In this paper, I argued that reflexive and reciprocal clauses with se are not unaccusative. In this, I concur with Alsina (1996) , Reinhart and Siloni (2004), and Siloni (2008) . These authors point out, among other things, that there are dative reflexives and reciprocals, including ones with an accusative object.
(96) a. Luc s' est acheté un chapeau.
Luc SE AUX buy-PP a hat 'Luc bought himself a hat.' b. Luc et Eva se téléphonent.
Luc and Eva SE telephone-PRES-3P 'Luc and Eva telephone each other.'
If the above sentences result from the fact that se has absorbed a dative case feature on the verb, there must have been raising of the dative object to the subject position. But if this is possible, we would expect dative objects to surface in subject position in middles and anticausatives too. However, this is ungrammatical with anticausatives and middles as well as with the passive. As long as no principled explanation is given for the grammaticality of (96) in the face of the ungrammaticality of (97b-d), an unaccusative approach to reflexive/reciprocal clauses remains an unsubstantiated assumption. It would not do to say that reflexives involving an object associated with accusative case in the transitive clause are unaccusative, but not those involving an object associated with dative case. Under this position, the unifying factor underlying all se clauses-the main argument in favour of an unaccusative account of reflexives-disappears, and the unaccusative account reduces to a purely stipulative distinction among reflexives/reciprocals, with no independent evidence of a difference in kind between accusative and dative reflexives. Reinhart and Siloni (2004: 172, Ex. 24b ) also offer (98) as an argument against an unaccusative approach to reflexive se. En cliticisation of the postverbal subject in an impersonal construction is possible with a medio-passive interpretation, but not with a reflexive interpretation. If en cliticisation is taken as a diagnostic that the corresponding argument is an internal argument, (98) indicates that the subject of a reflexive is not an internal argument. 27 (98) Il s' en est lavé beaucoup en dans ces douches publiques there SE of-them AUX wash-PP many in these showers public récemment. recently 'Many of them were washed in these public showers recently.' (OK passive) *'Many of them washed themselves in these public showers recently.' (*reflexive) If reflexives and reciprocals are unergative, the unifying factor between these clauses and middles and anticausatives needs to be reconsidered. It is not my pur- 27 A reviewer points out that en referring to a post-verbal subject is possible with an unergative verb under proper discourse conditions. This is correct, but much less natural than with unaccusatives (cf. Labelle 1992); it seems to require conditions forcing the projection of the argument in object position. In the case of (98), I share Reinhart and Siloni's judgement that the reflexive interpretation is impossible, while the medio-passive interpretation is natural. En would however be possible in (90).
pose here to propose a unifying account of these constructions, but I would like to suggest how the current approach of reflexive/reciprocal se can be made compatible with the existence of a middle/anticausative se.
Recall from Sect. 2 that, in Doron's analysis of the Hebrew middle, the middle head prevents the licensing of the Active Voice head and, moreover, it may introduce an Agent. Adapting this approach to French suggests the hypothesis that there are two 'flavours' of se, one that introduces an Agent, and one that does not. If se introduces an Agent, the corresponding argument is merged in the specifier of Voice, and we have a reflexive or reciprocal, like the sentences we discussed in this paper. If no Agent is introduced, se is pleonastic: it does not add to what the VP contains, but it allows the internal argument to surface in subject position. The derivation then proceeds as in (99b).
(99) a. Le vase se brise.
the vase SE breaks b.
a constituent of the same type. This selectional property of se would be the property shared by the two se's and distinguishing se from Active Voice, which combines with a saturated VP, of type s, t . This is obviously not the end of the story. For example, the fact that the subject of a middle or anticausative construction cannot correspond to the dative object of the transitive counterpart, requires an explanation. The restriction appears to be universal, extending also to German (Steinbach 1998 (Steinbach , 2004 . Maling (2001) argues that it is underlyingly thematic: Goal arguments do not undergo Middle Formation because they are "the wrong kind of internal argument" (p. 439); they are not 'affected patients' or 'themes' or whatever proves to be the best characterisation of the thematic role necessary to become the subject of a middle. The question is complex, and requires an independent study. I will not say anything more on this topic here, leaving for further research the question of the relation between reflexive/reciprocal se and middle/anticausative se. I want to stress however, that, under the present perspective, middle/anticausative se must be a Voice head because it prevents the projection of the external argument in syntax, and this is the role of Kratzer's Voice. From that point of view, treating reflexive/reciprocal se as a realisation of Voice is a step towards a unification with middle/anticausative se.
Conclusion
In this paper, I examined the contribution of se in reflexive and reciprocal clauses, focusing on its semantic contribution. I provided evidence showing that se is not a lexical operator reducing the valency of a verb, that it does not absorb or reduce the case feature of the verb on which it appears, and that reflexive and reciprocal predicates are not unaccusative. The function of se is not simply to reflexivise a predicate because it obligatorily co-occurs with verbs containing a lexical reflexiviser like auto-or entre-and with predicates containing a reflexive pronoun like lui-même or l'un l'autre, where the use of se would be redundant. Se does not reduce the case feature of the verb on which it occurs because it is compatible with a case-marked pronoun in the reflexivised object position, and because in causatives and applicatives the case of the reflexivised object is not a feature of the verb on which se surfaces. Reflexive and reciprocal se clauses are not unaccusative because the object position (iii) Le comportement de Sophie a irrité Jean.
'The behaviour of Sophie irritated Jean.' Sentence (iii) is an active sentence without reflexive morpheme. A comparison of (ii) and (iii) shows that se in (ii) is anticausative: the internal argument Jean of (iii) surfaces in subject position in (ii), and the subject of (iii) is realised as an adjunct in (ii). Also, the preposition de/du introducing the adjunct is the one surfacing in some adjectival and verbal passives (where it alternates with par):
(iv) Jean est irrité du comportement de Sophie. 'Jean is irritated by Sophie's behaviour.' (adjectival passive) (v) Jean est aimé de Sophie. 'Jean is loved by Sophie.' (verbal passive)
Hence it appears that (ii) is an anticausative construction. Thus, (i) and (ii) illustrate the two distinct 'flavours' of se discussed in this section. may be filled by a case-marked pronoun, and because in metonymic near-reflexive clauses the constituent surfacing in subject position spells out the external argument rather than the internal argument. Finally, se does not reduce the valency of the predicate, because reflexive and reciprocal clauses are open, near-reflexive predicates with two distinct arguments.
I argued that the facts find a principled explanation if reflexive/reciprocal se is a Voice head whose role is to classify the predicate as reflexive by (1) assigning the external thematic role to the subject in its specifier, and (2) stating that the referent of the object is a function of that of the subject. As a consequence, French reflexive and reciprocal predicates are semantically transitive. The proposed analysis explains a number of apparent contradictions in the data: reflexive clauses behave as though they are intransitive, but a full pronoun may occupy the position of the reflexivised object; se appears to reflexivise a predicate, but it is obligatory with predicates that are already lexically or syntactically reflexive or reciprocal; clauses with se appear closed under the test of comparative deletion, but the facts regarding lui-même and the distinctness of the subject and object referents lead us to conclude that they are open. The present proposal brings together the whole set of facts and provides a simple and coherent framework to account for them.
I do not claim that I have arrived at the definitive solution to the description of reflexive/reciprocal se. The lexical entry proposed for se is, at this point, purely descriptive. It could be that some of the properties of reflexives and reciprocals discussed here find a principled explanation, and may be eliminated from the lexical entry that I proposed. The present analysis of reflexive/reciprocal se also raises the question of the relation between reflexive/reciprocal se and middle/anticausative se. What I proposed suggests that there are two distinct se's. There may be a way to unify these two variants. Despite these remaining issues, I think that the present research has advanced our understanding of French reflexives and reciprocals and shown that current approaches based on argument reduction or case absorption are incapable of accounting for the facts discussed.
